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is transforming the region’s energy system, economy, and environment. By tapping into its
enormous renewable energy potential and manufacturing know-how, the Midwest is poised
to become a world leader in renewable energy.
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The roots of this growth were planted more than 20 years ago. In 1993, the Union of
Concerned Scientists released Powering the Midwest, a study that laid out a vision for wind,
biomass, and distributed generation. At the time, three-quarters of global wind capacity was
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in California, with most of the rest in Denmark—and none at all in the Midwest.
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STATES: WIND POWER GROWTH IN THE MIDWEST
Thanks largely to effective energy policies, Midwestern wind power
capacity has surged in just 10 years.
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Much of that vision has been realized, and with continued smart, stable policies the
Midwest can lead the U.S.—and set a standard for other countries—in building huge clean
energy markets.
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WIND PICKS UP SPEED
The first Midwestern wind farm was built in Minnesota in 1994. Since then, wind has expanded
to 21,390 megawatts (MW) in the 12 Midwestern states stretching from North Dakota and
Kansas in the west to Ohio and Michigan in the east. This capacity—enough to power 17
million homes—constitutes an investment of over $30 billion in the area’s economy.
Wind now supplies as much as 25 percent of the power demand in Iowa and South Dakota.
In fact, the five states with the highest wind market share are in the Midwest, with North
Dakota, Minnesota, and Kansas all exceeding 11 percent.
This number keeps growing. MidAmerican Energy, owned in part by billionaire Warren Buffett,
recently announced plans to add 1,000 MW of new wind power in Iowa, raising the share
of wind energy in the company’s portfolio to 39 percent. This $1.9 billion outlay “will
be the largest economic development investment in the history of the state,” according to
Governor Terry Branstad. “As wind energy goes, so does Iowa’s economy.”

OHIO’S WIND POWER SUPPLY CHAIN
In Ohio alone, almost 700 firms—including machine shops, foundries, and gear
makers—manufacture parts and equipment for wind energy.
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Next page: Wind industry jobs
include project planning, siting,
development, construction,
manufacturing, and operations.
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BILLION DOLLARS INVESTED
IN MIDWEST WIND CAPACITY

Companies have invested nearly $10 billion in Iowa wind, paying $16 million per year to
landowners and providing the equivalent of more than 6,000 full-time jobs. At the end
of 2012, the U.S. wind industry supported 80,700 such jobs, 30,000 of which were in
the Midwest.1 In fact, Iowa, Illinois, and Kansas are among the top five states in terms of
wind-related employment.
The massive deployment of wind has spurred a vibrant manufacturing sector throughout the
component supply chain. Building on a traditional strength of the Great Lakes region, small
manufacturers of mechanical equipment have retooled to supply wind components, from
ball bearings to cables and towers. The Ohio Department of Development has cataloged over
600 firms in the wind energy supply chain, including machine shops, foundries, and gear
makers. “Ohio’s long history of manufacturing excellence and the continued transformation of
its industrial base,” the agency writes, “make Ohio the ideal location for global leadership in
the wind energy industry.”

The wind power revolution has reinvigorated old-line
manufacturing in the Midwest. Brad Foote Gear Works,
in business since 1924, makes industrial-scale
gears for mining, oil and gas, and now wind
power. The company merged with a maker
of wind turbine towers to create Broadwind
Energy, the largest supplier of gears and
towers in North America, capable of
outfitting 5,000 MW of new turbines per year.
It employs 800 people at locations in Illinois,
Wisconsin, South Dakota, and Texas.

800

Notably, this growth has happened without a significant net cost to the region. In Iowa, wind
went from zero to filling a quarter of demand, yet MidAmerican Energy, the state’s largest
utility, hasn’t increased rates in 18 years. The next build-out of wind power, the company
says, will help reduce rates by $10 million per year by 2017.2 This is reinforced by reports
from the Michigan utility commission, which determined last year that new wind power
is one-third cheaper than new coal.3 And more wind means more savings. Synapse Energy
Economics analyzed the effect of adding an additional 20,000–50,000 MW of wind in the
Midwest and concluded that the biggest increase would create the greatest net savings—as
much as $4 billion a year.4
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Next page: Cardinal Fastener
in Ohio manufacturers bolts for
wind turbines, making it part of
the Midwest’s renewable-energy
supply chain.
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FIRMS ARE PART OF OHIO’S
WIND ENERGY SUPPLY CHAIN

THE PROMISE
OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES
The Midwest is also playing a major role in electrifying
transportation. American automakers are introducing myriad
new technologies, from “mild” hybrids to plug-in hybrids
and fully electric vehicles. Fourteen plug-in electric cars are
already available, selling at double the rate of hybrids when
they were first introduced.
These innovations are driven by policy. Regulations finalized
by the Obama administration since 2010—equivalent to a
fuel efficiency standard of 54.5 miles per gallon by 2025—
will save consumers $1.7 trillion at the gas pump and reduce
America’s dependence on oil by more than 2 million barrels
per day by 2025. It will also cut 6 billion metric tons of
greenhouse gases over the lifetimes of the vehicles sold in
model years 2012-2025.
As the auto industry retools for the 21st century, jobs are
being created all along the supply chain. Since 2008,
investments of more than $5.7 billion in advanced vehicle
manufacturing have been announced. Ford has committed
$1 billion to switch its Michigan assembly plant from SUV
production to the Focus, the Focus Electric, and the C-Max
Hybrid and Energi.
GM has bet heavily on the Chevy Volt, investing more than
$700 million at eight manufacturing plants. In Brownstown
Township, Michigan, for example, GM spent $43 million to
convert an empty plant into a landfill-free assembly line for
lithium-ion battery packs. Congressman John D. Dingell—
formerly a fierce opponent of fuel-economy standards—said,
“Making these vehicles in America is an all-around win,
not only for the economy, but also for the environment, for the
American auto worker, American families, and American industry.”
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EFFECTIVE POLICY PAVES THE WAY
Strong energy policy has triggered and sustained this growth. Every state in the region has a
renewable electricity standard (RES), which requires or encourages utility companies to produce
a portion of their electricity from solar, wind, and other renewable resources. All but one were
adopted with bipartisan support through legislation; Missouri’s RES was approved by voters.
The Governors’ Wind Energy Coalition, a bipartisan group of 23 governors working to promote
wind power, has described the RES as “a market based policy, using competition to drive down
technology prices and move technologies to maturity—all at the lowest cost. It motivates action
by the private sector, by creating a market opportunity for project developers to pursue. The
government’s role is to set the standard that will be met by utilities and project developers.”
More than 35 U.S. states have used a mandatory or voluntary RES to achieve a variety of
policy goals:
Diversify the energy supply, stabilizing prices and reducing risk to consumers
Increase domestic U.S. energy production and develop production in states that lack fossil
fuel resources
Create jobs and economic development opportunities in manufacturing and deployment,
especially in hard-hit rural areas
Reduce air pollution and other environmental impacts
An RES sets a long-term direction for energy development, giving guidance to regulators,
utilities, power plant developers, investors, manufacturers, and even training programs. The
Ohio Department of Development acknowledges the benefits of these policies when it touts
the state’s “easy access to profitable markets,” and its “proximity to 46,104 MW of new
renewable energy capacity required by [RESs] in neighboring states,” including 4,457 MW in
the Ohio standard.5
Policy also enables long-term planning for infrastructure. The Midwestern grid operator, known
as the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, approved $5.2 billion in new transmission
projects in 2011, specifically to enable the fulfillment of RES targets in the region. This
marriage of state energy policy with regional transmission planning was a breakthrough
and became the basis for a national order from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
known as Order 1000. The order establishes regional utility planning to help integrate
renewable energy into the system, expand the grid, and incorporate public policy goals
such as RES laws.

Previous page: Solar panels charge
a Chevy Volt hybrid-electric car
at this net-zero-energy home
in Michigan.
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The prosperity created by the burgeoning clean energy industry, in rural income and urban
manufacturing jobs, has built support across the political spectrum, breaking down partisan
divides related to energy and climate. Karl Rove, former deputy chief of staff and senior
adviser to President George W. Bush, told a wind industry audience in 2012, “We need
conservative Republicans who can say, ‘This means jobs to my district,’ ... and we need
Democrats to say, ‘This is a way to expand the range of options that we have in this country

for energy.’”6 According to the American Wind Energy Association, 76 percent of the members
of Congress currently have operating wind projects, wind-related manufacturing facilities, or
both in their districts.
The Midwest is a national power base for this support. Some of the strongest national
champions for renewable energy are from the Midwest, such as Senator Chuck Grassley of
Iowa and Governor Sam Brownback of Kansas, both Republicans.

HOW EFFICIENCY AND CLEAN ENERGY BUILD A RELIABLE FUTURE
Wind power isn’t the only success story in the Midwest. Investments in energy efficiency are
also soaring in the region. The Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance projects $1.8 billion in
annual funding for electric and natural-gas efficiency programs in 2015—a 15-fold increase

MIDWEST UTILITY SPENDING ON EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS:
ACTUAL AND PLANNED
Energy efficiency resource standards have helped to boost utilities’ spending on efficiency
programs in the Midwest, reducing energy use and saving consumers money.
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over 2000 levels. State energy efficiency resource standards (EERS), comparable to an RES,
have helped boost these improvements. EERS set long-term energy savings goals, creating
long-term markets for companies that offer energy efficiency services. Seven Midwestern
states have adopted EERS laws, out of 25 nationally.
Next page: Weatherizing homes
and commercial buildings saves
energy and money; state standards
can promote such improvements.
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BILLION DOLLARS WILL BE
INVESTED ANNUALLY IN MIDWEST
EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
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The region’s power system is also undergoing a rapid transition away from coal. In the 12
Midwestern states, there are 499 coal units with a total capacity of 111,000 MW—and an average
age of 46 years. As aging coal plants face new competition from cheaper alternatives like energy
efficiency, wind, and natural gas—plus clean energy policies in many states—their owners are
deciding the best option is to shut them down. Utilities have announced as much as 58,000 MW of
coal retirements over the next three years, with potentially 18,000 MW of those in the Midwest.
Meanwhile, natural gas is growing rapidly. Hydraulic fracturing, known as “fracking,” has
driven down gas prices 60 percent since 2008, making natural gas power cheaper than
coal. The gas revolution has been a mixed blessing for the cleanest power sources: While
low-cost gas has displaced coal in certain markets, it has made efficiency and renewables
less competitive in many places. In Michigan, however, new wind energy costs 25 percent
less than new natural-gas power generation.7 And Michigan Public Service Commission Chair
John Quackenbush and Energy Office Director Steve Bakkal say the state’s utility companies
should be able to triple Michigan’s renewable energy use—to 30 percent—by 2035 with
current resources.8 Moreover, significant questions remain about the environmental impacts of
fracking, such as water pollution and methane leakage.
All of these factors are contributing to a future power system that will be more diverse and less
dependent on a single fuel. It will be more flexible, more reliable, and more efficient, saving
consumers money, making industry more competitive, and reducing environmental damage.

Energy efficiency policies also create jobs. Johnson
Controls, headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
was based on efficiency: Founder Warren
Johnson invented the thermostat in 1885.
The company now provides energy efficiency
services, building and refrigeration controls,
and automobile components and advanced
batteries, and has expanded to 500 branch
offices in 150 countries. Last year Johnson
Controls’ building efficiency services earned revenues
of $14.7 billion.

500
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Every new wind turbine manufactured and every efficiency program successfully completed
helps to build the political base for new energy as part of a continuing cycle of progress:
Political support leads to energy policy, policy spurs the growth of industry, industry creates
jobs and prosperity, and prosperity generates still more political support.
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Next page: Spirit Lake Community
Schools is the first wind-powered
school district in Iowa.
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PERCENT RENEWABLES CAN
BE ACHIEVED BY 2050 WITH
TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY

THE MIDWEST: LEADING THE NATION
Just as 1993’s Powering the Midwest presaged the significant renewable energy generation
of today, the National Renewable Energy Lab has described a future that takes clean energy
to the next level. The Renewable Electricity Futures study lays out a number of scenarios in
which the U.S. grid would be powered by up to 90 percent renewables by 2050. In a central
80 percent scenario, Midwestern states account for 8 of the top 10 spots for wind energy
production, and 9 of the top 10 for biomass power.
But more must be done to realize this vision. America’s Power Plan, a project of the
Energy Foundation and Energy Innovation, taps 150 experts to develop a policy roadmap for
a clean power system.
America’s Power Plan recommends that the U.S.:
Develop new business models for utilities that reward renewables, efficiency, and innovation.
Refine the rules for regional electricity markets to reward greater operational flexibility,
allowing new technologies to blossom.
Provide stable policies to expand energy efficiency and renewable energy markets. Financial
policies must be predictable and affordable for public budgets and efficient for investors.
Encourage customers who want to generate their own clean energy and compensate them
fairly for it.
Allow all options to compete to provide clean, affordable electricity services, including
central and distributed generation, improved transmission, efficiency, and demand
response services.
Engage stakeholders early and often; be transparent and respect landowner rights and land
conservation values.
“The moment is approaching when our nation must decide how it’s going to power the future,”
says Kansas Governor Sam Brownback. “The importance of renewable energy to the nation
becomes clear … as we examine the importance of true energy independence and security
more closely, and as we continue our work on rebuilding the economy and job creation.”
“We, as a nation,” Brownback says, “have been waiting for the moment when a true balance
between environmental concerns, economic benefits and energy needs is in view. I believe that
moment has arrived.”9
The Midwest is starting to achieve a vision of clean energy security: a domestic energy supply,
local economic development, and low carbon emissions. The region can lead the transition to
smart energy policies that benefit people, businesses, and communities across the nation.

Endnotes are on page 14.
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Next page: Tim Hemphill—a lifelong
corn, soybean, and hog farmer in
Iowa—leases a portion of his land to
a wind energy project.
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MILLION DOLLARS PAID
ANNUALLY TO IOWA LANDOWNERS
BY WIND COMPANIES
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